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ABSTRACT
Polling and interrupt has long been a trade-off in RDMA systems. Polling has lower latency but each CPU core can only run one thread. Interrupt enables time sharing among multiple threads but has higher latency. Many applications such as databases have hundreds of threads, which is much larger than the number of cores. So, they have to use interrupt mode to share cores among threads, and the resulting RDMA latency is much higher than the hardware limits. In this paper, we analyze the root cause of high costs in RDMA interrupt delivery, and present FastWake, a practical redesign of interrupt-mode RDMA host network stack using commodity RDMA hardware, Linux OS, and unmodified applications.

Our first approach to fast thread wake-up completely removes interrupts. We design a per-core dispatcher thread to poll all the completion queues of the application threads on the same core, and utilize a kernel fast path to context switch to the thread with an incoming completion event. The approach above would keep CPUs running at 100% utilization, so we design an interrupt-based approach for scenarios with power constraints. Observing that waking up a thread on the same core as the interrupt is much faster than on other cores, we dynamically adjust RDMA event queue mappings to improve interrupt core affinity. In addition, we revisit the kernel path of thread wake-up, and remove the overheads in virtual file system (VFS), locking, and process scheduling. Experiments show that FastWake can reduce RDMA latency by 80% on x86 and 77% on ARM at the cost of < 30% higher power utilization than traditional interrupts, and the latency is only 0.3~0.4 μs higher than the limits of underlying hardware. When power saving is desired, our interrupt-based approach can still reduce interrupt-mode RDMA latency by 59% on x86 and 52% on ARM.
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1 INTRODUCTION
High-performance data center systems [3, 18, 36, 37] typically use polling to reduce latency and improve throughput, where each CPU core runs only one thread. However, many applications such as databases [11, 16, 22, 34] and web services [19, 23] often have more threads than CPU cores because they use a synchronous programming model. Rewriting these applications to a fully asynchronous model would require unaffordable development efforts. To enable time sharing of CPU cores among multiple threads, applications have to use interrupt mode, which would introduce 6~10 μs extra delay to deliver the interrupt from the NIC hardware and wake up the thread. In comparison, the latency to access remote memory in RDMA is only 1.6 μs [26], so, the interrupt mode latency is 5~7x of polling mode. Researchers have referred to this challenge as “the killer microseconds” [13].

The killer microseconds did not attract much attention in the age of traditional TCP/IP stacks and SSDs because they have > 20 μs latency, where thread wake-up only contributes a small portion. However, the advent of low-latency RDMA networking and fast storage hardware changes the story. To avoid wasting the low latency of RDMA hardware, the interrupt delivery path in host RDMA stack needs a complete revisit. Our goal is to redesign the host RDMA stack to efficiently support microsecond-scale I/O events with commodity hardware, Linux OS, and unmodified applications.

We analyze the overheads of host RDMA stack in interrupt mode through measurement. Our study reveals that interrupt core affinity is important for interrupt delivery latency. After RDMA NIC delivers the data, it triggers an interrupt to a core and the interrupt handler wakes up a thread, which only needs 4 μs on the same core while requiring 7~10 μs on another core. However, RDMA by default delivers interrupts to a random core, so there is low chance that the thread to wake up runs on the same core. Consequently, most interrupts involve the long delay for the interrupt handler to wake up a thread on another core. Executing interrupt handlers on a same core also limits multi-core throughput. Even if an interrupt wakes up a thread on the same core, the overhead is still significant because the NIC needs to generate events and trigger interrupts, and then the kernel spends time in tasklet, process scheduling, and context switch when waking up a thread.

Our solution, FastWake, is composed of two practical approaches: one completely removes interrupts but has higher power consumption, and the other greatly reduces interrupt latency without increasing power footprint. The system manager can divide the cores into the two approaches to balance latency and power utilization.

Our first approach completely avoid the interrupt overheads while still enabling multiple threads to share a CPU core. The
dilemma of polling and interrupt arises from the fact that multiple
threads cannot poll simultaneously on the same core. We design a
per-core dispatcher thread to poll the CQs of all threads on the same
core, and context switch to the corresponding application thread
when a completion event arrives. When the application thread com-
pletes processing and waits for the next event, it context switches
back to the daemon thread to dispatch a next event. We build a
kernel fast path to make context switching (0.3~0.4 μs) much faster
than interrupt (3~4 μs) even if the interrupt is on the same core.
This approach would keep CPU cores running at 100% utilization,
but the latency is almost as low as polling mode.

When high power consumption is not allowed, we have to stick
with the interrupts. Our second approach spreads NIC interrupts
to different cores and makes use of completion vector to ensure
interrupt core affinity. When a thread is rescheduled to a different
core or the thread that polls CQ events alters, we leverage a less-
known feature of RDMA NICs to dynamically adjust the mapping
from CQ to event queue, so as to maintain interrupt core affinity. In
addition, we shorten the kernel path of thread wake-up by removing
the overheads in tasklet, locking, and process scheduling.

FastWake is fully compatible with existing RDMA applications,
e.g., perfest [8]. Experiments show that with 16 threads sharing a
core, FastWake can reduce end-to-end RDMA latency by 65~83%
(80% on average) on x86 and 64~78% (77% on average) on ARM
at the cost of up to 30% higher power utilization compared to
traditional interrupt-mode RDMA. The resulting latency is only
0.3~0.4 μs higher than polling mode where each thread has its dedi-
cated core. In scenarios with power constraints, our interrupt-based
approach can still reduce end-to-end RDMA latency by 26~64%
(59% on average) on x86 and 25~54% (52% on average) on ARM.
As a side product, FastWake also provides new IPC primitives for
fast thread wake-up. The latency of standard semaphore and pipe
IPC is 3x~10x of FastWake IPC.

In summary, this work makes the following contributions:

(1) An analysis of the high latency in interrupt-mode RDMA
    revealing the importance of interrupt core affinity.

(2) An approach that introduces a per-core dispatcher thread
    and fast context switching to fully remove the interrupt
    overheads.

(3) An power-saving approach that significantly reduces inter-
    rupt latency by ensuring interrupt core affinity and shorten-
    ing the kernel path.

(4) A system, FastWake, that implements the two approaches
    and is compatible with existing RDMA applications.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 The Latency Hiding Problem

Many applications have more threads than CPU cores. For example,
relational databases [11, 16, 22, 32, 34] have one thread per concur-
rent SQL query. Due to the I/O latency to access the permanent
storage, the number of threads need to be larger than the number
of CPU cores to fully utilize the computation power. For another
example, many web service frameworks like J2EE [23], Python
Flask [19], Python Django [21], Ruby on Rails [12], and PHP [9] use
a multi-threaded programming model where each thread processes
HTTP requests synchronously. As [13] points out, “synchronous
programming leads to code that is shorter, easier-to-understand,
more maintainable, and potentially more efficient”. To fully utilize
all CPU cores, multiple threads need to share a CPU core because
the web application may need to wait for other microservices, databases
or file storage during the processing of an HTTP request.

Utilizing Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) efficiently for
these multi-threaded applications has long been a challenge [13]
because polling mode cannot share a CPU core among multiple
threads, while interrupt mode involves significant latency that
undermines the low latency of RDMA. For example, RDMA Read in
interrupt mode takes 10~13 μs while polling mode only takes 3 μs.
Some may argue that busy polling until completion of the RDMA
Read can resolve this problem. However, 95% of communication in
data centers are RPCs [27] rather than one-sided RDMA. RPCs to
other microservices and databases may take tens to thousands of μs,
where busy polling wastes significant CPU resources. In addition,
worker threads in databases and web services wait for incoming
tasks which cannot be implemented with polling when multiple
workers share a core.

Hiding this microsecond-scale latency has been a research focus for
both programming language, operating system, and computer
architecture communities. PL solutions include coroutines [24] for
C/C++, and native concurrent programming abstractions in Go,
Erlang, and Node.js. Coroutines typically have restrictions on the
stack depth [2] and need to rewrite blocking OS APIs to coroutine
APIs. As a result, it is hard to rewrite complicated applications such
as databases with coroutines. Although goroutines [17], Erlang
functions [40], and continuation passing style in Node.js [39] can
exploit intra-thread concurrency elegantly, they cannot be applied
to the popular web frameworks in other languages. OS solutions
reduce microkernels that reduce the IPC overhead by accelerat-
ing context switches and bypassing the scheduler, such as L4 [20]
and seL4 [28]; or leveraging hardware virtualization such as Sky-
bridge [33] and Shinjuku [25]. However, these works target IPC
and cannot reduce interrupt delivery latency. New hardware archi-
tectures support fast context switching at the cost of single thread
performance [10, 38], or support more SMT threads per core [13].
However, these new hardwares are not readily deployable.

2.2 RDMA in Interrupt Mode

In RDMA, each QP (analogous to a connection) is associated with a
CQ (Completion Queue). An RDMA NIC generates a CQE (Com-
pletion Queue Event) when a send/recv/read/write/atomic operation
completes. When a CQ is created, it is associated with a Completion
Vector1 which determines to which CPU cores the NIC delivers
interrupts. Each completion vector is implemented as an EQ (Event

1Although completion vector is named as “vector”, it is a scalar value.
Queue) in the kernel mode host memory. When interrupt is enabled for a CQ, as shown in Figure 2, the NIC first delivers a CQE to the CQ, then generates an EQE (Event Queue Entry) to the corresponding EQ, and then triggers the interrupt. The EQE carries the CQ number information so that multiple CQs can share an EQ. Writing the EQE into host memory and triggering the interrupt consumes ~1.5 μs. Each completion vector has an IRQ affinity mask, which is a bitmap of cores. When the CPU hardware receives the interrupt, it dispatches the interrupt to one of its cores specified by the IRQ affinity mask of the completion vector. Modern RDMA NICs support 64~128 completion vectors [6, 7], but many applications only use the default completion vector. The default IRQ affinity mask contains a large number of CPU cores, so the interrupts are spread to the cores randomly, resulting in poor interrupt core affinity.

When a CQ is created, it is also associated with a Completion Channel, which works in pure software to enable applications wait on multiple CQs associated with the completion channel. A thread waits on a completion channel via ibv_get_cq_event(), analogous to epoll_wait() in Linux. When an interrupt is dispatched to a CPU core, the interrupt handler in the top half polls the EQ to get an EQE containing the CQ number, and creates a tasklet to continue the remaining thread wake-up procedure asynchronously. In the tasklet, the kernel finds the completion channel associated with the CQ, and wakes up a thread waiting on the completion channel. This thread wake-up procedure in kernel takes ~2.5 μs when the thread is on the same core as interrupt handler. If the thread is on a different core, the kernel uses Inter-Processor Interrupt (IPI) to wake up the thread, which takes an additional 3~6 μs compared to same-core wake-up.

This leads to our first observation: **interpacket delivery to a thread running on the same core is much faster than other cores.** The thread wake-up latency, defined as the difference between RDMA Read latencies of interrupt mode and polling mode, is only 4 μs on the same core, 7 μs on other cores of the same NUMA node, and 10 μs on another NUMA node (see Figure 1). Making good use of interrupt core affinity is essential for low latency interrupt delivery.

To push latency to the limit, we make a second observation: **context switching is much faster than interrupt delivery.** As Figure 1 shows, with two threads context switching to each other using sched_yield(), a context switch only requires 0.32 μs in our x86 testbed. This is the fastest context switching path in mainline kernel as a system call already requires 0.2 μs [30] after applying the patches for Meltdown [31] and Spectre [29] vulnerabilities. In comparison, delivering an interrupt and waking up a thread requires ~3~10 μs, and IPC via mutex or semaphore also takes 3~5 μs. The large latency gap is mainly due to the interrupt handlers, kernel scheduler, and virtual file system (VFS) for IPC. If each core can poll the CQs directly and context switch to the thread that waits on the CQ, it would eliminate the latency of EQE and interrupt generation, as well as the latency of thread wake-up in the kernel.

## 3 DESIGN

FastWake is designed to be a practical system that works with commodity hardware and Linux OS, without modifications to existing RDMA applications.

FastWake has two orthogonal approaches to reduce the interrupt latency of unmodified RDMA applications, as illustrated in Figure 3 and 4 respectively. The first approach uses per-core dispatcher threads to achieve minimal latency at the cost of high CPU utilization. The second approach, fast interrupt delivery, is power saving as it keeps using NIC interrupts to wake up the threads while significantly reducing the latency by improving interrupt core affinity and shortening the kernel path. A system manager can configure which cores use the polling thread approach and the others use fast interrupt delivery. The system manager can use standard taskset tool to assign core affinity of applications, and therefore choosing between the two approaches.

### 3.1 Per-core Dispatcher Thread

The first approach makes use of the second observation that context switching is much faster than interrupt delivery. Consider multiple application threads (which may belong to one or more processes) running on a same core, each of which waiting on completion events from a set of CQs. We aim to disable interrupts on the CQs and let the threads context switch to another thread with pending event. However, it is insecure to allow an application thread to peek
the CQEs of other applications. For security, we build a privileged dispatcher thread that polls all the CQs of the threads on the core in a round-robin manner. When the dispatcher polls a completion event (i.e., CQE), it context switches to the corresponding thread of the CQ. When the application thread completes processing of the event, it waits for another completion event via `ibv_get_cq_event()`, and the FastWake library context switches back to the dispatcher thread to handle the next event.

A challenge is that the Linux kernel does not support fast context switching to a specific thread. Existing IPC primitives such as semaphore and pipe have latency as high as 3~7 µs, which is 10x~20x slower than a context switch. To this end, we design a new system call `switch_to(pid)` to perform the context switch without involving the kernel scheduler. The system call simply saves the context of the current thread, puts the current thread into interruptible state, and loads the context of the target thread, so it only takes 0.3~0.4 µs. Because an application thread may be rescheduled to another core, we check whether the thread is still in the waitqueue of the current core before switching to it. If the thread is rescheduled to another core, the `switch_to()` system call returns failure to the dispatcher thread, and then it transfers the CQs to the dispatcher thread of the new core where the thread runs.

The per-core dispatcher threads run in a daemon process. When an application creates a CQE, its memory is remapped to the daemon process so that the dispatcher thread can poll the CQE. The dispatcher thread only peeks the CQE but does not pop the CQE out of the CQ. The application thread polls the CQs as usual and pops the CQE out of the CQ. As an optimization, an application may poll all CQs and process all CQEs before switching back to the dispatcher, so the context switch overhead is amortized under heavy workload.

This approach only adds 0.4 µs latency to the 1.6 µs round-trip time of RDMA. However, the cost is that the CPUs run at 100% utilization. When the application threads are idle, the core is busy with the dispatcher thread which polls the CQs. The dispatcher thread has lower priority than the application threads, so, if an OS event (e.g., read completion of the file system or the release of a mutex lock) wakes up an application thread or an application thread is busy with computation tasks, the dispatcher thread will relinquish the CPU for the application.

The `switch_to()` system call may be abused to bypass kernel scheduling and starve other threads on the same core. So, we restrict the use of `switch_to()` by introducing a flag bit in the process control block to indicate whether it is a dispatcher thread. Non-dispatcher threads can only switch to dispatcher threads, and dispatcher threads can only switch to non-dispatcher threads. The flag bit can only be set via a root-only ioctl() interface.

### 3.2 Fast Interrupt Delivery

#### 3.2.1 Interrupt Core Affinity

The second approach is designed for cases where busy polling is not allowed due to power constraints. It is based on the observation that waking up a thread on the same core as interrupt delivery is much faster than other cores. However, ensuring interrupt core affinity is not a simple task. The associativity between CQ and completion vector is determined when the CQ is created, and the completion vector determines which cores the interrupts would deliver to.

A strawman approach would be representing each CPU core with a completion vector and assigning the completion vector to the current core during CQ creation. More concretely, during system initialization, we configure the IRQ affinity mask so that each completion vector corresponds to one CPU core. As modern RDMA NICs support 64~128 completion vectors [6, 7], all CPU cores can be utilized. When a CQ is created, its completion vector is set to the CPU core it is running on. So, when the application polls on the CQ, the interrupt is delivered to the same core, resulting in low thread wake-up delay.

However, in a multi-threaded application, the thread creating the CQ may not be the thread polling the CQ, which is common where the main thread creates the CQ on the control plane and a worker thread polls the CQ on the data plane. In addition, a thread may be rescheduled to another core due to load imbalance among the cores, invalidating the interrupt core affinity.

Our approach leverages a lesser-known feature of commodity RDMA NICs: CQ-to-EQ remapping [1]. It enables dynamic updates to the completion vector of a CQ in the NIC. When the FastWake kernel module finds that the application thread is on a different core, it issues a CQ-to-EQ remapping command to the NIC. As a result, future interrupts for this CQ will be delivered to the new CPU core. We do not need to synchronize the CQ-to-EQ remapping strictly between the CPU and NIC because inconsistent mapping only results in temporarily longer delay of interrupts. Because CQ-to-EQ remapping simply updates one field in the CQ context of the NIC [1], it only takes 1 µs to notify the NIC. So, the penalty of an incorrect CQ-to-EQ mapping is the interrupt mode delay plus 1 µs for CQ-to-EQ remapping.

The number of CQ-to-EQ remappings would not exceed the number of CQ polling core migrations multiplied by the number of CQs. CQ polling core migrations have two sources: 1) different threads polling one CQ and 2) thread migration by the kernel scheduler. First, because CQs are protected by locks, high performance applications typically do not share CQs among multiple threads, otherwise lock contention would be a more prominent problem. Second, today’s schedulers only migrate threads among cores at coarse granularity (e.g., every 4 ms for Linux) [35]. As a result, most completion events would have interrupt core affinity while thread migration has low penalty.

#### 3.2.2 Shortening the Interrupt Delivery Path

As Sec.2 discussed, delivering an interrupt takes a long path in both hardware and software. The hardware overhead of delivering the EQE and the interrupt cannot be reduced with commodity hardware. However, we can simplify the interrupt delivery path in the kernel. The asynchronous tasklet mechanism aims to prevent long interrupt delivery path in the top half from blocking future interrupts to the CPU core. More importantly, code in the top half cannot use certain types of locks [15], while the wait queue of completion channel needs such locks. Our approach eliminates the tasklet scheduling latency by delivering the interrupt completely in top half. First, temporarily blocking interrupts to the core would not lead to loss of events because the interrupt is only a trigger and the events (i.e., CQ numbers) are contained in the EQ. Second, our approach simplifies the in-kernel data structure of the completion channel to remove the locks.
FastWake also makes an effort to wake up a thread faster. The standard way is to use the `wake_up_process()` kernel API which invokes the kernel scheduler to schedule the thread. To avoid the overheads, FastWake directly moves the thread from the waitqueue to the head of runqueue, and then context switches to the thread.

The application needs to call `ibv_ack_cq_events()` after every `ibv_get_cq_event()`, which takes \(\sim 0.15\mu s\) as it increments an event counter protected by a mutex. It forces `ibv_destroy_cq()` to wait until no unacknowledged events in order to avoid a race condition because the kernel stores CQ pointers in the pending event queue. If a CQ is destroyed and an interrupt from the NIC delivers an event to the EQ, a kernel segmentation fault would occur. FastWake totally removes the need for `ibv_ack_cq_events()` by storing CQ numbers instead of pointers in the pending event queue. If a CQ is destroyed and an unacknowledged event is delivered to the CQ, the kernel can find the invalid status of the CQ and ignore the event. Because CQ numbers are assigned in monotonically increasing order, destroyed CQ numbers will not be reused unless the CQ namespace is full. In the extreme case where the CQ number wraps around zero and a destroyed CQ number is reused, the thread may be mistakenly waken up, but the thread would simply go back to sleep.

### 4 IMPLEMENTATION

As shown in Figure 5, FastWake is implemented in 5K lines of C code which contains modifications to the OFED [5] kernel and library, a kernel module that implements the `switch_to(pid)` system call, and a user-mode daemon that manages the per-core dispatcher threads. To minimize latency, we introduce a new system call rather than using `ioctl`. FastWake works with unmodified RDMA applications by introducing a shim layer above the `libibverbs` library that intercepts APIs regarding CQ, completion channel and event waiting.

As a side product, FastWake also supports fast inter-process communication (IPC). We introduce two system calls `hibernate()` and `wake_up_process(pid)`. A thread `pid` invokes `hibernate()` to sleep until another thread/process wakes it up using `wake_up_process(pid)`. The `hibernate()` syscall simply puts the thread into interruptible waiting state. The `wake_up_process(pid)` syscall first checks whether the thread is in the waitqueue of the current core, and directly resumes the thread if so. Otherwise, it generates an inter-processor interrupt to the thread’s current core, where the interrupt handler directly resumes the thread.

FastWake works with unmodified RDMA applications by introducing a shim layer above the `libibverbs` library that intercepts `ioctl`. The hibernate() syscall simply puts the thread into interruptible waiting state. The `wake_up_process(pid)` syscall first checks whether the thread is in the waitqueue of the current core, and directly resumes the thread if so. Otherwise, it generates an inter-processor interrupt to the thread’s current core, where the interrupt handling directly resumes the thread.

### 5 EVALUATION

We evaluate FastWake on two testbeds: an x86 testbed with dual-socket Intel Xeon Gold 6151 CPUs and an ARM testbed with dual-socket Kunpeng 920 CPUs [4]. Each server is equipped with an NVIDIA ConnectX-5 NIC [6]. The NICs of two servers are directly connected with 100 Gbps fibers. Traditional RDMA latency in polling mode is measured by `perftest` [8] with 64-byte RDMA Send, where `ib_send_lat` works like an RPC and reports half of the round-trip latency. For interrupt mode, we run 16 `perftest` [8] processes on the same core of the server to create a core sharing scenario. The `perftest` client is modified to connect to all the server processes and generate 64-byte RDMA Sends to a randomly selected process on the server. Then, a random process is waken up on the server and responds a message, and the client is waken up and receives the response.

Figure 6 compares the latency of FastWake and traditional RDMA. FastWake (dispatcher) corresponds to the per-core dispatcher thread approach. FastWake (interrupt) corresponds to the fast interrupt delivery approach. On both x86 and ARM, the per-core dispatcher thread approach yields minimal latency, which is only 0.4–0.5 \(\mu s\) higher than application polling. The additional latency is basically the context switch latency \((0.3–0.4 \mu s)\) plus \(< 0.1\mu s\) processing time in the user-space shim layer. When all cores use this approach, the server utilizes 30% higher power compared to idle state, which agrees with the measurement of [14].

The fast interrupt delivery approach has 2.2–2.3 \(\mu s\) higher latency than the per-core dispatcher approach. This is because the NIC needs to first write an EQE into the event queue in host memory and then generate an interrupt to the CPU, which takes \(< 1.5 \mu s\) across the PCIe. Next, the interrupt handler also takes time to determine the CQ and the waiting process. Nevertheless, FastWake is 1.5 \(\mu s\) faster than traditional RDMA even when the interrupt and application thread are co-located on the same core. This can attribute to the full-stack optimizations that remove tasklet scheduling \((0.6 \mu s)\), locking \((0.3 \mu s)\), and the kernel scheduler \((0.6 \mu s)\).
Compared to traditional RDMA without interrupt core affinity, FastWake reduces average latency by 80% on x86 and 77% on ARM. The average latency of traditional RDMA is in the middle of the latency on the same NUMA and that on another NUMA because the application runs on a random core where the chance that it runs on the same core is low.

The per-core dispatcher thread polls all CQs of the threads on the core. As Figure 7 shows, its latency increases linearly with the number of QPs. In contrast, the latency of fast interrupt delivery approach keeps constant with different number of QPs.

Figure 8 compares the throughput of two FastWake approaches and traditional interrupt-mode RDMA. Each core on the server runs 16 processes and the requests are randomly sent to a process. FastWake with dispatcher has 1.76x throughput of FastWake with interrupt, and 4.21x of traditional RDMA. All three approaches show inter-core thread wake-up. FastWake IPC greatly simplifies the IPI delivery path so that the standard IPC has 3x–5x latency of it.

6 DISCUSSION

Hardware feasibility. To our knowledge, CQ-to-EQ remapping is only supported by Mellanox NICs. For other NICs, we can use an alternative approach which keeps CQ-to-EQ mapping constant and updates IRQ core affinity on the fly. Each thread is assigned to a unique EQ, i.e., IRQ number. When the thread is migrated to another core, the IRQ core affinity is updated accordingly. However, this approach can only scale to 64–128 threads because of limited IRQ numbers supported by the NIC.

Scheduling fairness. FastWake bypasses the kernel scheduler. By moving a thread to the head of runqueue, its priority is implicitly increased. However, its priority is still lower than other runqueues with higher priority, so high priority applications still take precedence.

Future work. This work only microbenchmarks latency of small messages on idle hosts. Future evaluations should measure the latency under heavy workloads and the end-to-end performance of real-world applications. Due to the lightweight nature of coroutines, its context switching overhead is lower than FastWake. We expect a comparison in both performance and programmability aspects.

7 CONCLUSION

Many applications have to use RDMA interrupt mode due to its high number of threads, leading to 4x–6x additional latency of the underlying hardware. This paper presents FastWake, a practical solution to reduce such latency for unmodified applications by redesigning the host RDMA stack. Some cores can run per-core dispatcher threads and utilize fast context switch to achieve minimal latency overhead at the cost of high CPU utilization. The other power-saving cores still cut latency by half by improving interrupt core affinity and optimizing interrupt delivery path.
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